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The public schools and the practice of psychology have a very close 
relationship, and it ls within the public schoo1s.that psychological 
practice in the future shows one of its greatest promises. The history 
of school psychological ,services, .however, has been one of isolated 
Islands of development around the country with virtually no intercommun-
ication. A very incisive summary of the condition of school psychology 
is presented by Michael (1965) in his delineation of the myths of 
school psychology. The net result of Michael's comments and queries 
is fo indicate that school psychology is in a bit of a bind, and his 
view is representative of much of the critical comment in the field. 
While there has been rapid increase in the number of school 
psychologists working in the field, lack of adequate communication and 
information·has had serious ramifications. One ramification has been 
the numerous debates concerning the role and function of the school 
psychologist which has never been resolved. This particular issue was 
brq_ught out at the Thayer Conference C 1955) and _again at ,the Bethesda 
Conference (1964). At neither of these conferences was the issue of 
role and function of the school psychologist resolved. 
There is a limited amount of tr\formation, research data and articles 
relating to role and function of the school psychologist. Researchers 
have concentrated their efforts in the areas of professional competenc,ies, 
professional role and function, salaries, psychologist-student service 
ratios and perceptions of various roles of the school psychologist as 
reported by teachers. Herron (1970) suggested that the relative 
newness of the profession of school psychology has made it difficult 
for administrators and other public school personnel to have any clear 
perception of the school psychologist's role. Only a few isolated 
surveys have dealt with views of adm~nistrators concerning the present 
status and desired direction of school psychological services. This 
type of survey is vital because in organizing school psychological 
services, the cooperation of the administration Is essential. There 
is need for agreement and understanding among administrators, State 
Departments of Education, School Psychometrists, School Psychologists 
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· and University Training programs as to roles and functions of the school 
psychometrist and school psych~logist. 
Statement of Problem 
Most psychological services in the schools has grown on the basis 
of opinion rather than as a result of fact-finding approaches <Holt 
and Kicklighter, 1972). In a summary of a conference on New Directions 
in School Psychology held at Bethesda, Maryland (1964), it was reported 
that the users of school psychological serviGes wanted to change the 
image and function of school psychologists (Bardon, 1964-65). There 
is no consensus specifying which services are most desirous. 
A review of literature indicated that regional and state surveys 
have not yielded information which would be generalizable to the state 
of Oklahoma in assessing pupil pernsonnel services. In addition, the 
national survey CFarling and Hoedt, 1971) provides no information 
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regarding manpower needs, current psychological services, future salary 
scales and desired role and function of the school psychologist in the 
$tate of Oklahoma. 
Purpos~ of Study 
The purpose of this study is to assess the current status of pupil 
personnel services in the state of Oklahoma, and the current and desired 
direction of school psychological services as seen by school superinten-
dents in the state of Oklahoma. It is of grave importance that we seek 
superintendents' views of needs as they decide the amount of support, 
·the source of services, and in some cases the direction of psychological 
services in their school district. 
To assess the current and future needs of school psychological 
services In the state of Oklahoma, a questionnaire was sent to all 
superintendents of pub Ii c schoo.1 s. Super I ntendents were asked to 
respond to questions which reflect their views as they perceive 
psychological services in their school districts. The results of these 
response.s were tabu I ated in order to assess the current and des..i red 
direction of psychological services in the state of Oklahoma as perceived 
by superintendents. 
Definition of Terms 
The following are defintions needed for this study. 
Rural school .district--Student enrollment of 1-500 students in 
grades K-12. 
Town school district--Student enrollment of 501-1,500 students in 
grade!S K-12. 
City school distrlct--Student enrollment of 1,501-10,000 students 
in grades K-12. 
Metropolitan school district--Student enro.1 lment of over 10,000 
students in grades K-12. 
Areas of Inquiry 
The fol lowing major comparisons are necessary for the research 
survey: 
1. Percent of education specialists employed in each type of 
district. 
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2. Percent of special education programs in each type of district. 
3, Percent of differing types of professionals doing testing in 
each type of district. 
4. Percent of school psychometrists and school psychologists 
currently servicing each type of school district. 
5. Percent of school psychometrists and school psychologists 
desired to service each type of school district. 
6. Percent of school psychometrists and school psychologists 
currentlyservlcing each type of district to percent of desired 
services of school psychometrlsts and school psychologists in 
each type of district. 
7. Current roles and functions of school psychometrlsts and school 
psychologists servicing in each type of school district. 
8. Desired roles and functions of school psychometrists and school 
psychol~gists in each type of school district. 
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9. Current roles and functions of school psychometrists and school 
psychologists to desired roles and functions of school psy-
chometrists and school psychologists in each type of district. 
The following minor comparisons are necessary for this research 
survey: 
1. Current funds available for school psychometrists and school 
psychologists in each type of district. 
2. Projected funds available for school psychometrists and 
school psychologists in each type of district. 
3. Current funds avai I able for school psychometrists and school 
psychologists to projected funds avai I able for school 
psychometri sts and school psychol_ogi sts in each type of 
di strict. 
Assumptions 
The fol lowing are assumptions nece$sary for the study: 
1. Superintendents' perceptions of current and desired 
psychological services in the state of Oklahoma are measureable 
by the questionnaire. 
2. The school districts can be classified as Rural, Town, City 
and Metropolitan according to school population. 
3. That the methods used in and results of this study are valid. 
Limitations of Study 
The fol lowing are considered as limitations in this study. 
1. The generalizability of this study is limited to the superin-
tendents who responded to the questionnaire. 
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2. The credibility as to number of certified school psychometrists 
and school psychologists currently providing services is 
que$tioned because the superintendents may have classified 
specialists as school psychometrists and school psychologists 
when they may not have been certified. 
3. The analysis of superintendents' perception to current and 
desired psychological services in the state of Oklahoma is 
Ii mi ted to the i .r responses to the quest! onna ire. 
4. The sample consisted of only a 57 percent return. 
Organization of Remaining Chapters 
Chapter 11 is a review of selected re I ated I iterature and research 
and a summary of that literature and research. Chapter I I I presents 
methodo I ogy, procedures, instrumentation an.d ana I yses of data used in 
the study. Chapter IV includes the results of the investigation, 
analysis, discussion of the data ~nd conclusions. 
CHAPTER 11 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Pub Ii c awareness of the importance of education is at an a 11 t.i me 
peak. Administrators, educators, and state departments of education 
are turning to the school psychologist for help in diagnosis and 
referral, learning and mental health endeavors that focus on remediation 
and prevention, and on curriculum improvement. However, at this point, 
there is I ittle data to support emphasis of one role and. function of 
the school psychologist over another. Most psychological services in 
the schools have grown on the basis of opinion rather than as a result 
of fact-finding research. 
Major issues brought out at the Thayer Conference (1955) and the 
Bethesda Conference (1964) dealt with the areas of role and functi6Wt 
of the school psychologist, areas of responslbijJJty, and direction of 
school psychologists in the future. At neother of these conferences 
were these issues resolved. 
Writers in the field have attempted to assess the role and funct!on 
of the school psychologist, but no consensus of opinion has emerged. 
Fine and Thayer (1971) found that the major concerns of school psy-
chologists were psychological reports, prescriptive teach,ing, and 
behavior modification. Psychological assessment was found to be the 
dominant role as seen by both psychologists and teachers. Styles (1965) 
found that teachers' perceptions of the school psychologist's dominant 
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role was working In the area of emotional iy dost1:.1rbed chl !dreno 
Teachers tend to credit the school psychologist in the school systems 
with more intensive training in clinical psychology rather than 
educational psychology. 
A confusion involving role and function as perceived by 
psychologists and teachers became evident In the research done by 
Roberts and Solomons (1970)" Teachers and psychologists again did not 
agree on role and function" Plelstick (1970) found that the role and 
function of the school psychologist is determined by factors such as 
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the demands and expectations of the school personnel· with whom he works, 
the problems confronting the school personnel, the physical taci I ities, 
and the resources available to the school psychologist. In a comparison 
of the roles of school counselors, school social workers, and school 
psychologists, Shaw (1967) found disagreement within professions and 
among professions as to role. Overlap in function was sizable. 
In the areas of responsibility, psychologists and teachers 
reported considerable diversity in the perceived responsibl I !ties 
assumed by the school psychologist (Roberts, 1970). Perkins (1963-64) 
asked administrators, teachers, school nurses and school psychologists 
to rate In order of importance five categories of school psychological 
services. The child study function was considered most Important by 
the school staff and by the psychoiogistso However, the psychologists 
In this study overestimated their roie as consultants. 
A study reflecting the views of teachers toward psychological 
services in the school found that the lack of contact with the 
psychologist appeared to be the major source of dissatisfaction 
Clucas and Jones, 1970). Baker's research on the ?chool staff's 
perception of psychological services indicates teachers wanted faster 
service with a better fol low-up program, and that relatively poor 
communication existed between teachers and school psychologists. 
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Bower (1958) found that the school personnel saw the school psychologist 
as threatening, promoting permissiveness, and interested in the needs 
of the individual to the disregard of the needs of the school. 
Reflections of the I iterature indicates there is a diversity of 
opinion regarding role and function of school psychologists which has 
not been resolved. 
School Psychologist as a Consultant 
One of the emerging roles of the school psychologist is that of 
consultant in the school system. Tindal I (1964) in discussing this 
emerging role, points out that time which had been previously spent 
with individual students was being used to work with members of the 
school staff around educational problem situations in an attempt to 
benefit more students. Tindall suggests that one way this could be 
achieved would be by the school psychologist serving as a consultant 
to the faculty of the school system. The necessity for a shift of 
emphas Is away from di agnost I c i an-the rap I st to. consu I tant has a I so been 
advanced by McDaniel and Ahr (1965) and Bergan and Caldwell (1967). 
Trachtman (1961) found that the traditional approa~h of the school 
psychologist dealing on an individual basis with referred children 
had not worked and would not work. A change is seen in school 
psychology from preoccupation with Individual diagnoses by the school 
psycho,logist to greater participation in the total education program 
(White and Harris, 1961; Valett, 1963); Hirst, 1963; Darner, 1965; 
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Itkin, 1966; Fifield, 1967; and Wolman, 1967). 
Time consumed in psychometric evaluation, behavioral diagnosis 
and individualized remedial measurement has In most instances seriously 
limited the opportunity of the school psychologist to serve as a 
consultant CGottsegen and Gottsegen, 1960 and Sternlicht, 1965). 
Kerschner (1971), Flax and Anderson (1966) and Berkowityz (1968) 
viewed the school psychologist's role as a consultant as the most 
important. Losen (1964) sees the primary function of the school 
psychologist as that of a consultant to teachers and administrators in 
developing a preventive approach to problem children. 
Examination of the literature reveals that functions of the 
school psychologist as a consultant appear to be an emerging role as 
perceived by professionals In the field of school psychology. 
Administrators' Perception of 
School Psychologist 
A few isolated studies re-lated to administrators' perceptions of 
the school psychologi~t have been conducted; however, it appears that 
the relative newness of the profession makes it difficult for admJnis-
trators to perceive clearly the role and function of the school psy-
chologist.-· A 1972 study revea.led that school psychologists as seen 
by principals are most valued in the traditional roles of psychological 
testing, personality assessment, consultation, and screening (Senft and 
Nat Clair; 1972). Administrators reported that they found the services 
of the school psychologist useful In providing insight yet they did not 
make comparable use of school psychologist's recommendations (Baker, 
1965). A study by O'Shea and Lee (1963) of twenty superintendents of 
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schools concluded that all superintendents want pupil personnel 
generalists with many skills. The conference on New Directions in 
School Psychology (Bardon, 1964-65) noted the differences in viewpoint 
between administrators, trainers, and the school psychologists who are 
usually ·caught in the middle. Administrators wanted clinically oriented 
psychologists serving immediate needs of the school system while th.e 
trainers were more interested in future needs and undecided as to the 
degree of clinical orientation they wanted in their programs. 
Copobianca (1967) points to the fact that the school psychologist 
functioning as a consultant might Involve conflict betweenadminlstrators 
and psychologists because the broader duties of the consultant might 
be perceived· by the administrator as usurping his responsibi I lties. 
The literature reveals that admin.istrators seem to lack under-
I 
standing of the school psychologist's role and function and of the 
I' . 
p~per utilization of his services. 
The School Psychologist in Urban, 
Suburban and Rural Areas 
The school psychologist has many diversified roles and functions 
depending on the type of school community In which he is employed. 
Mullen (1967) outlines the functions of an urban .school 
psychologist as including work with other school staff on problems of 
individual children, working with other school staff on poslt,ve mental 
health programs, working to Improve psychological services and contribut-
ing to advancement of knowledge and understanding of the educational 
process. 
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The functions of a suburban school psychologist are somewhat 
different than those of the psychologist working in cities. Chickering 
(1965) found that their work involved conferences with teachers, 
guidance personnel, and other school staff as well as staff of outside 
agencies, direct contacts with parents and pupils, office activities, 
attendance at meetings, work with special education programs and super-
v Is i. on of graduate students. 
In the rural areas, the school psychologist often functions as a 
one-man operation. The activities engaged in by the rural psychologist 
include case studies, supervisorial duties, dictation, in-service 
training with teachers, individual teacher conferences, staff confer-
ences, pub I ic relat·ions, normative research, group testing, review of 
curriculum and travel (Meacham and Trione, 1967). 
The role and function of the school psychologist Is often 
determined by the type of community in which he is employed. 
Summary 
While the psychologist's place in today's accelerated educational 
process is being increasingly accepted, there stil I remains a wide 
diversity of opinion regarding the role and function the school 
psychologist can best perform. If examinations into psychological 
services have drawn some opposi_ng conclusions, they at least have 
pointed to the fact that the field is exploring its profession in 
search of unequalled services to the schools. 
Obviously, based on recent findings, schoof. psychology may direct 
its services into several worthwhile areas. Which service is most 
essential, perhaps, cannot be easily ascertal.ned, yet I iterature reveals 
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that service as a school consultant has emerged as a strong focal point 
in the profession's increasing pub I i.c acceptance. 
In the overall spectrum, the administrator, in the final analysis, 
possesses the key which must determine the success or failure of the 
school psychologist. Unfortunately, administrative ability ·all too 
often is mistakeD as a tool to chart all courses and put down guidelines 
in areas which in essence may be foreign in nature to the administrator. 
Such perception may not only be faulty, b1ut prove to be a serious 
deterent In today's educational process. 
Recent studies indicate that many administrators are willing to 
accept psychologists on their staffs, even if remaining confused about 
how to utilize them. Compounding the problem is the fact that many 
school leaders look upon the school psychologist as clinically rather 
than educationally oriented. 
1o define a psychologist's primary role without consideration of 
the type of community which he is servicing may not provide the answer. 
What might be good for one community or school might necessarily be 
bad for another. Flexibility should become a rich ingredient, and the 
trained psychol_ogist who is quick to recognize this wi 11 change his 
stance to adequate I y admi n.1 ster to the needs as they might differ 
depending on whether his services are directed at urban, suburban, or 
ru ra I areas. 
Confusion as to role and function of the school psychologist should 
be resolved. Lebovita (1968-69) suggests that the public school system 
is becoming a powerful change instrument for. the society, and this 





The review of literature reflects that there is no data concerning 
status and direction of school psychological services in the state 
of Oklahoma. In order to assess this, a questionnaire was devised 
· to sol'iclt this information from al I superintendents of pub I ic schools 
In Ok I ahoma. This chapter contains the p I an or overa I· I scheme for the 
execution of this survey research project from the selection of the 
sample to the analysis of the data. 
Kerlinger (1964) defines survey research as that branch of social 
scientific investigation that studies large and small populations by 
selecting and studying samples chosen from the population to discover 
the relative Incidence, distribution, and Interrelations of sociological 
and psychological variables. 
Description of Sample 
The sample was originally defined as all 457 superintendents of 
public schools in the state of Oklahoma, the entire population. The 
final sample, however, consisted of those 261 superintendents who 
responded to the questionnaire. 
This sample population represents superintendents from different 
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geographic and populus areas of Oklahoma. These populus areas being 
defined as metropolitan, city, town, and rural. 
Although the original research sample contained a number of 
school districts comparable to metropolitan areas, only three of 
these districts responded to the questionnaire. It is not known what 
possible effect this small sample of metropolitan districts may have 
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on the character of the data. Because the metropolitan sample consisted 
of only three respondents, it wi I I be dealt with In a separate section 
and not included in the comparisons with the other three types of 
districts. 
The final population in this sample consisted of three metropolitan 
districts, 42 city districts, 97 town districts and 119 rural districts. 
The total number of districts and superintendents responding was 261. 
Development of Instrument 
A survey of literature indicated that there was no known 
questionnaires by which data could be collected to meet the objectives 
of this study. The questionnaire is an instrument which is widely used 
by educational researchers to obtain data about current conditions and 
practices, and to make inquiries concerning attitudes and opinions (Van 
Day I en, 1962). 
A survey instrument based on information needed to conduct this 
survey was designed. This instrument included twenty questions which 
required a check or a short answer (see Appendix B). This instrument 
included the fol lowing areas of inquiry. 
1. Current enrollment and number of schools in each district. 
2. Special services offered by school districts. 
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3. Current duties performed by specialists. 
4. Types of services currently performed by school psychometrists 
and school psychologists. 
5. Desired direction of services of school psychometrists and 
school psychologists. 
6. Current funds avai I able for school psychometrists and school 
psychologists. 
7. Projected funds available for school psychometrists and school 
psychologists. 
Data Collection Procedure 
The survey with an introductory letter and postage-paid envelope 
was mailed to all 457 state superintendents of public schools in the 
state of Oklahoma. Four weeks after the Initial mailing, a follow-up 
questionnaire was sent to a random selection of one-half of those 
superintendents who did not respond to the original questionnaire. The 
initial questionnaire was coded before mailing to determine those 
superintendents who did not respond to the first mailing. A table of 
random numbers was used to se I ect those superintendents for the fo 11 ow-
up ma i I i ng. 
A total of 261 superintendents responded to the questionnaire. 
This represents a 57 percent return of the original sample of the 457 
superintendents of public schools in the state of Oklahoma. 
Analyses of Data 
The data of analyses used in this study was percentage analyses 
by using crossbreaks In which the variables are juxtaposed in order to 
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compare by inspection the relations among them. A crossbreak as defined 
by Kerlinger (1964) is a numerical tabular presentation of data, 
usually in frequency or percentage form, in which variables are juxta-
posed in order to study relations between them. A crossbreak may be 
used in descriptive ways when the investigator wants only to describe 
a situation that exists. Tabulation in this study refers to the record-
ing of the numbers of types of responses made by the superintendents .in 
the appropriate categories and the conversion of responses to percent-
ages, after which analysis of data fol lowed. 
Al I responding districts were classified into four categories 
according to student school enrollment population. These four 
categories were: 
1. Rural school district--Student enrollment of 1-500 students in 
grades K-12. 
2. Town school dlstrict--Student enrollment of 501-1,500 students 
in grades K-12. 
3. City school dlstrict--Student enrollment of 1,501-10,000 
students In grades K-12. 
4. Metropolitan school district--Student enrollment of over 
10,000 students in grades K-12. 
School districts were broken into four types of districts as 
determined by using school enrollment size found in the Education 
Directory: 1972-73 Public School Systems. Although the respondents 
were categorized and placed into four types of districts, the 
metropolitan school districts were not compared to the other three types 
of school districts because only three districts in this category 
responded. Metropolitan school districts wl 11 be dealt with In a 
separate section. 
Areas of Inquiry 
The following major comparisons were made from the responses to 
the questionnaire. 
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1. Compare the percent of the fol lowing educational specialists 
within each type of district as well as compare the percent of 
the following educational specialists across each of the types 
of districts. 
a. Reading Specialist 
b. Speech Therapist 
c. Elementary Counselor 
d. Secondary Counselor 
2. Compare the percent of the following special education programs 
within each type of district as well as compare the percent of 
the following special education programs across each of the 
types of dl~tricts. 
a. Educ_~tional ·Mentally Handicapped 
b. Tr~inable Mentally Retarded 
c. Learning Disabl I itles 
3. Compare the percent of professionals doing testing within 
each typ.e of d I strict as we I I as compare the percent of 
professionals doing testing across each of the types of 
districts. 
4. Compare the percent of school psychometrlsts currently 
servicing each type of district to the percent of school psy-
chometrists servicing each of the other types of districts. 
5. Compare the percent of the desired amount of school psycho~ 
metrists services of each type of district to the percent of 
the other types of districts. 
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6. Compare the percent of school psychometrists currently serving 
each type of district to the percent of desired amount of 
school psychometrist services in each of the other types of 
districts. 
7. Compare the percent of school psychologists currently servicing 
each type of di.strict to the percent of schoo I psycho I og i sts 
servicing each of the other types of districts. 
8. Compare the percent of the desired amount of school psychologist 
services of each type of district to the perc~nt of the desired 
amount of school psychologist services of each of .the other 
types of districts. 
9. Compare the percent of school psychologists currently serving 
each type of district to the percent of desired amount of 
school psychologist services in each of the other types of 
d I stri cts. 
10. Compare the current school psychometrists' role and function 
of each type of district to the current school psychometrists' 
role and function of each of the other types of districts. 
11. Compare the desired school p_sychometrists' r~le and functionof 
each type of district to the desired school psychometrists' 
role and function of each of the other types of districts. 
12. Compare the current school psychometrists' role and function 
in each type of district to the desired school psychometrlsts' 
role and function in each of the other types of districts. 
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13. Compare the current school psychologists' role and function of 
each type of district to the current school psychologists' role 
and function of each of the other types of districts. 
14. Compare the desired school psychologists' role and function 
of each type of district to the desired school psychologists' 
ro·le and function of each of the other types of districts. 
15. Compare the current school psychologists' role and function 
of each type of district to the desired school psychologists' 
role and ·function In each of the other types of districts. 
The fol lowing minor comparisons were made from responses to the 
questionnaire. 
1. Compare current funds available for school psychometrists' 
services of each type of di strJ ct to f·unds ava i I ab I e in each 
of" the·other types of districts. 
2. Compare !Projected funds for school ·psychometrists' services of· 
each type of-district to projected funds of each of the other 
types of districts. 
3. Compare the current funds for school psychometrists' services 
·ot each type of ·district to the projected funds for school 
psychometr i sts' serv i ce,s of each of the other types of districts. 
4~ ·· Compare ·current funds avai I able for school psychologists'· 
services o~each .type of district to funds available in each of 
the other types--of districts. 
5. Compare projected funds for school psychologists' services of 
each type of district to projected funds of each of the other 
types of districts. 
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6. Compare the current funds for school psychologists' services 
of each type of district to the projected funds for school 
psychologists' services of each of the other types of districts. 
Summary 
Chapter I I I has outlined the procedures used in the sample 
selection, development of the Instrument, data collection, and analyses 
of data. 
The sample consisted of 261 superintendents of schools in the state 
of Oki ahoma. Schoo-I di strl cts represented by these superintendents 
were divided into four categories according to school population. These 
categories included rural, town, city, and metropolitan. 
The type of analysis was explained by the use of crossbreaks·in 
which the variables were juxtaposed in order to compare by Inspection 
the relations among them. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA, DISCUSSION 
AND CONCLUSIONS 
In an attempt to gain information about how school superintendents 
in the state of Oklahoma perceive current and desired psychological 
services, a questionnaire was mailed to all of the 457 school super-
intendents in Oklahoma. The questionnaire sought responses of school -
superintendents about. spe_cial educational programs, types of edacation-
al specialists, professionals doing testing; current and desired amount 
of servkes,of school psychometrists and scho<bl·psychologists, current 
and desired expend i tares -of -monies -for -schoo t · psychometri sts .and -schoo I 
psychologists, and current·and desired roles and fynctions of school-
psychometrists and school psychologists as perceived by superintendents 
of schools. 
Of the 457 school superintendents in the state of Oklahoma, 261 or 
57 percent returned the questionna1re. The superintendents returning 
the qu~stionnalre represented rural, town, city and metropolitan school 
districts as determined by school population. 
! 
The data obta I ned from schoo I -- super I ntendents t n the stat~ 9f --
Ok I ahoma was analyzed by-percentage analyses to d~termine the current 
and desired di rect I on of schoo I psycho I og i ca I' services within the 
public schools in the state of Oklahoma. 
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This chapter includes a presentation and discussion of the results 
of.the survey and conclusions based on these results. The research 
study was a survey investigation to determine the current status and 
desired direction of psychological services as perceived by super-
intendents of schools in the state of Oklahoma. 
Tables representing the areas of inquiry are presented with the 
results and discussions of the data. The discussion and conclusions 
are presented at the end of this chapter. 
Types of Educatlonal Specialists 
Table I provides the percentages of reading specialists, speech 
therapists, secondary and elementary counselors in rural, town, city and 
metropolitan school districts. 
More than three quarters (83%) of the rural school district 
respondents ind i cate_d they emp I oyed reading spec i a I i sts wh i I e 37 
percent reported they employed secondary counselors, 23 percent reported 
they employed elementary counselors, and 22 percent reported they 
emp I oyed speech the rap l·sts ~ Seventy-a i ght percent of the respondents 
from town school districts reported reading specialists, 80 percent 
reported secondary counselors, 38 percent reported speech therapists,· 
and 36 percent reported el~mentary counselors~ Inspection indicates 
that 98 percent of the re.~pon9 i ng city schoo I districts reported they 
employed secondary·counselors, 93 percent reported they employed·reading 
spec i a I i sts, 83 percent reported they· emp l·oyed speech therapists and 41 
percent · reported they emp I oyed e I ementary cp.unse I ors. 
·Inspection of Table I indicates that rural school districts' 
predominant specialist is in the area of reading while the secondary 
TABLE I 
AMOUNT OF SERVICES OF EDUCATION SPECIALISTS IN RURAL, TOWN, CITY AND 
METROPOLITAN SCHQOL DISTRICTS 











































14.74 1.98 14.43 7.22 
2.11 1.98 4.12 4.12 2.38 
2.11 3.96 12.37 18.56 2.38 
1.05 ---- ---- 3.09 2.44 
1.05 0.99 ---- 3.09 ---
16.84 47.52 4.12 37.11 70.73 16.67 ---- 17.82 ---- 6.18 4.88 28.57 ---- 1.98 1.03 1.03 2.44 11.90 





Incorrectly ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 2.38 
Did Not 
Res2ond ---- 0.85 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 4.76 
NOTE: All data Is expressed In percentages. 
*1/5 = 1 person, 1 day per week; 2/5 = 1 person, 2 days per week; 1 = 1 full-time person, e~c. 
S,T. = Speech Therapist 
R.S. = Reading Specialist 
E.C. = Elementary Counselor 




































counselor is the predominant specialist in town and city school 
districts. Speech therapists are least represented in rural and town 
districts with most of their services rendered on a part-time basis as 
compared to full-time. Elementary counselors as demonstrated in Table 
are poorly represented in rural, town, and city school districts as 
compared to seco~dary counselors. The credibility of responses 
concerning ·number of certified reading specialists Is questioned 
because some respondents indicated on the questionnaire that al I their 
elementary teachers who had had remedial reading courses were classified 
as reading spec i a I I sts. 
Inspection of the data suggests that the amount of services by 
al I types of specialists is greater as the s.chool enrollment increases. 
Special Education Programs 
Table I I reflects the special education programs in each type of 
school district. Learning disabi I ity CCLD) classes as reported by 
rural district respondents appeared to dominate their special programs. 
Forty-two percent of the respondents from rural districts reported· 
having c I asses i·n I earning di sab i I it i es, 30 percent reported having 
educable mentally handicapped CEMH) classes, and six percent reported 
tra i nab I e menta 11 y retarded CTMR) c I asses. Inspect I on of- raw data 
reflects that one responding rural district reported a learning 
di sab i I ity c I ass and an educ.ab I e menta 11 y handicapped c I ass offered on 
a half~time·basis. 
Educable mentally handicapped classes domlhate·the special programs 
in the town districts with 67 percent of the respondents reporting 
speci a I programs In this area. Forty-seven percent of the respondents 
TABLE It 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN RURAL, TOWN, CITY AND 


















Incorrect I y 
Did Not Reseond 
Rural (N=119) 
0-500 
EMR TMR CLO 










NOTE: All data ls expressed in percentages. 
*1/5 = 1 person, 1 day a week; 2/5 = 1 person, 
Town (N"'97) 
501-1500 
EMR TMR CLO 
32.65% 87.76% 53.61% 
1.03 
41.84 10.20 39.18 
19.39 2.04 4.12 




EMR TMR CLO 
7.14% 6.1,90% 21.34% 
11.90 33.33 35.74 
21.43 4.76 11.90 
14.29 --- 19.05 
26.19 --- 7.14 
9.52 
2.38 --- ---
4. 76 --- 2.38 
2.38 --- ---
2.38 
2 days a week; 1 = 1 person ful I-time, etc. 
Metropolitan (N=3l 
Over 10,000 
EMR TMR CLO 
--- 66.67 --- 33.33 
--- --- 33.33 
--- --- 33.33 
33.33 





in town districts indicate classes in learning disabilities while only 
twe Ive per cent reported tra i nab I e menta I I y retarded c I asses. Raw data 
reflects that one responding town district reported a learning 
disability class offered on a half-time basis. 
Ninety-three per cent of the respondents from city school districts 
reported classes for the educable mentally .handicapped, 79 per cent 
reported learning disabilities classes and 38 percent reported trainable 
mentally retarded classes. Inspection of Table II reveals that some 
respondents from city school districts reported nine learning 
disabilities classes in their school systems which is more than any 
single city district reported for educable mentally handicapped programs. 
Inspection of rural, town and city districts in Table I I reflects 
that percentages of special education programs increases with school 
population. Educable mentally handicapped classes dominate special 
programs in town and city districts while rural school districts report-
ed more programs in learning disabi I ities. Trainable mentally retarded 
classes are least represented in the area of special education programs 
of rural, town and city school districts. 
Professionals Doing Testing 
Responses to·thelnquiry regarding what professionals do testing 
in each type of school district are reported in Table I I I. Most 
superintendents responding to this portion of·the·quest'ionnalre checked 
three and sometimes f6ur·professionals doing testing in their 
respective school districts~ Percentages were calculated on number 
of responses-made and not·on the number of school super·intendents 
responding to the questionnaire. 










PROFESSIONALS DOING TESTING 
Rura I CN= 165) Town CN=151) City CN=87) 
0-500 501-1500 1501-10%000 
15.76% 24.50% 21.84 
1.21 2.65 17.24 
1.82 1.99 8.05 
31.52 14.57 8.05 
19.39 28.48 22.99 
11. 51 18.54 10.34 
1.21 0.66 1. 15 
15. 15 7.28 10.34 
2.42 L32 










The majority of testing as reported by rural, town and city school 
districts ls conducted by classroom teachers, counselors, and guidance 
center personnel as indicated by Table I I I. The following types of 
personnel were written in on the questionnaire in response to "othern 
as conducting testing in their school districts: superintendents, 
principals, supervisors, and speech therapists. 
Inspection of Table I I I reflects that the classroom teacher, 
followed·by the·counselor, do most of the testing in rural districts. 
The school counselors and staff members of guidance centers conduct a 
majority·of thetesting In town school districts. Superintendents in 
city school districts reported that a majority of their testing·is 
conducted by counse I ors and guidance center personne I • The schoo I ·· 
psychometrist also conducts a notiqeable amount of testing in the city 
districts. 
The survey results of ·professionals doing testing tended to 
suggest that as the school populatfon·lnc;reased, the· larger districts 
had more types of specially trained professionals doing testing and less .,. 
of the testing done by teachers; however, school psychometrists and 
school ·psychologists are not seen as currently doing testing except 
In city school· districts. 
Amount of Service of Current and Desired 
School Psychometrlsts 
The· current· and desired amount of service of schoo_l psychometri s-ts 
as perce I vep. by superintendents of schoo Is In the state of Ok I a~oma 
is pre~ented in Table IV. 

















Did not reseond · 
TABLE IV 
CURRENT AND DESIRED AlvOUNT OF SERVICES 
OF SCHOOL PSYCHOMETRISTS 
Ru ra I C N= 119) Town CN=97) City CN=42) 
0-500 501-1500 150 1-10 2 000 
Current Desi red Current Desired Current Desi red 
83.87% 23.39% 72.83% 23.90% 48.78% 14.63% 
8.07 36.29 10.87 29.35 4.82 21.95 
---- 3.20 1.09 3.26 7.32 2.44 
---- 3.20 ---- 3.26 ---- 4.82 ---- 3.20 1.09 3.26 ---- 2.44 
3.20 13.70 7.60 23.90 26.83 26.83 
---- ---- ---- 1.09 4.82 14.63 
---- 0.81 1.09 ---- 4.82 2.44 
---- ----
---- ---- ---- 1.09 
0.81 
4.03 13.70 5.43 10.87 4.82 7.32 
NOTE: Al I data is expressed in percentages. 
Metropolitan CN=3) 









Eighty-four per cent of the respondents in rural school districts 
reported no services by school psychometrists. One-day-per-week 
service Is reported by eight per cent of the respondents, while three 
per cent reported full'""time services. Thirty-six per cent of rural 
respondents. des ire one-day-per-week services of· a schoo I psychometrist; 
and fourteen per cent desire full-time services as reflected in Table 
IV. 
No services by schoo I psychometri sts are reported by 73 per cent 
of the responding town school districts. Eleven per cent of the town 
districts have one-day-per-week services while eight per cent reported 
one ful t-time psychometrist currently servicing their school distri_cts. 
Twenty-nine per cent of the respondents desire the services of a school 
psychometrist one day per-week while 24 per cent request ful I-time 
service. 
Twenty-seven per cen.tof the respondents from city school 
districts reported one ful I-time psychometrist, while 49 per cent 
reported no services at all. Almost half (44%} of the city district 
respondents desire one or more ful I-time psychometrists while 36 per 
cent of the respondents reported current ful I-time services. One-day-
per-week services are desired by 22 per cent of the responding super-
intendents. 
Table IV reflects that rural, town and city school districts desire 
services of school psychometrists. There is an apparent discrepancy 
on amount of services desired, but it appears that as the school 
district becomes more populated a greater amount of full-time service 
is desired. 
Amount of Service of Current and Desired 
School Psychologists 
32 
Table V reflects the amount of service of current and desired 
school psychologists within the public schools in the state of Oklahoma. 
Inspection of the table indicates that most.of the responding rural and 
town school districts do not have school psychologists servicing their 
schoof ·systems. Psychologists currently providing services to rural and 
town districts do so on a part-time basis as reflected in Table V. 
Over one half (51%) of the respondents in the city school districts 
indicate they do not have a school psychologist servicing their school 
systems. A majority of those city school districts reporting school 
psychologists indicate they are working on a part-time basis. 
Table V reflects that all types of school districts desire services 
of school psychologists. A large percentage of responding superinten-
• 
dents in rural and town districts desire school psychologists on a 
p9rt-time basis with one-day-per"".week services showing the greatest 
percentage. City school districts desire services on a full-time basis. 
Full;-::Time Equivalent of Current and Desired School 
Psychometrists and School Psychologists 
Table VI reflects full-time equivalent CFTE) of current and 
desired school psychometrists and school psychologists in rural, town, 
city and metropolitan school districts. Data represented in Table VI 
was calculated by converting fractions of service Ci .e., 1 person, 1 day 
a week, or 1/5 FTE) Into full-time service Cone full-time employee or 
FTE) in order to assess current and desired numbers of school 

















Did not reseond 
TABLE V 
CURRENT AND DESIRED AMOUNT OF SERVICES 
OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS 
Rural (N=119) Town (N=97) City (N=42) 
0-500 501-1500 1501-10 2000 
Current Desired Current Desired Current Desired 
81.87% 15.57% 81.25% 20.83% 51.22% 9. 76'1, 
7.39 35.25 9.37 35.42 9.76 19.51 
---- 3.28 ---- 4. 17 7.32 2.44 
---- 2.46 1.04 3.13 12.20 7 .32 
---- 1.64 ---- 1.04 2.44 
2.46 18.85 3. 13 22.92 4.88 39.02 
---- 0.82 ---- 1.04 2.44 9.76 
---- ---- ---- ---- 2.44 
---- ---- ---- ---- 2.44 2.44 
0.82 3.28 
6.56 18~85 5.21 11. 46 4.88 9.76 
NOTE: Al I data is expressed in percentages. 
Metropolitan CN=3) 















FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT OF CURRENT AND DESIRED SCHOOL PSYCHOMETRISTS AND SCHOOL 
PSYCHOLOGISTS 
Rural (N=119l Town (N=97l City (N=42l 
0-500 501-1500 1501-10,000 
Metropoi itan CN=3) 
Over 10,000 
Psychornetri st Psychologist Psychometrist Psychologist Psychometri st Psychologist Psychornetrl st Psychologist 
5.71 4.69 13. 72 5.37 23.54 18.49 1 .20 
34.46 37.38 43.67 34.90 31.50 34.28 4 3 
28.75 32.69 29.95 29.53 7.9§ __ 15.79 3 2.80 
vi 
~ 
psychometrists and school psychologists. It was not distinguishable 
whether these figures represented employees of the school district or 
employees of other agencies such as guidance center personnel because 
most of the superintendents did not ~~pond to thi.s P?rtion of the 
questionnaire. 
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Currently there is the equivalent of 5.71 or 6 school psychometrists 
servicing rura_l school districts. Respondents from rural districts 
I 
desire an equivalency of 34 school psychometrlsts which is an add·itional 
need of 29 psychometrists.· Currently rural districts have an 
eql!ivalency of 5 school psychologists but desire an equivalency of 
37. Thus, these districts have an additional need of 33 psychologists. 
Town school districts have an equivalency of 14 school 
psychometrists and desire 44 which would place additional need at 30 
psychometrists. Currently town districts have an equivalency of 5 
school psychologists a~d d~sire 35. The additional need for 
I 
psychologists in this type of school district is 30. 
City school districts currently have the services of the 
equivalent of 24 school psychometrists but desire 32. This is an 
addition·al need of 8. City districts currently have the equivalency 
of 18 scho?I psychologists and desire 34 which is an additional need 
of 16. 
Metropolitan ,districts have the equivalency of one school· 
psychometrist currently and desire 4 which would indicate an additional 
need of 3. Currently these school systems have an equivalency of 1/5 
school psychologist and desire thre~ which is an additional need of 
3 psychologists. 
36 
Currently as reflected in Table VI the equivalent of 45 school 
psychometrists ·are servicing the combined four school districts. These 
districts desire the equivalency of 112 psychometrlsts which is a 
combined additional need of 70. 
Currently in the four types of school districts, based on FTE, the 
equivalent of 28 psychologists are currently providing services. The 
desired number of school psychologists is 109. This is an additional 
need of 82 school psychologists in al I four types of school districts. 
Current and Desired Roles and Functions of 
Rural School Psychometrists and Rural 
School Psychologists 
Views of respondents of rural school districts concerning current 
and desired roles and functions of the school psychometrist and school 
psychologists are reported in Table VI I. The definitely emphasized 
professional activities in current role and function of the school 
psychometrist are placement in special classes, testing, and diagnostic 
· interviews. Areas which received eight per cent each for current 
activities are group testing, diagnostic recommendation and fol low-up, 
organization and operation of special classes, curriculum and 
instruction of regular classes, individual counseling and consultation 
of behavior problems. 
The desired role and function of school psychometris'ts were seen 
as comprised of the same list as are currently being performed. However, 
the desired role appears to be much broader than the current role of 
school psychometrists. None of the respondents inuicated that they 
desired responsibilities in the areas of working with staff problems, 
TABLE VI I 
CURRENT AND DESIRED FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOL PSYCHOMETRISTS 
AND SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS FOR RURAL DISTRICT CN=•119) 
-·-··------------
Role and Function Psychom3trists 
Current Desired 
TestinQ 16.66% 19.35i 
Diagnostic Recommendation and Follow up 8.33 12.90 
Group Testing 8.33 8.66 
Diagnostic Interviews 16.66 4.33 
P·I acement in Speci a I CI asses 33. 33 17 .09 
Organization and Operation of Special Classes 8.33 3.22 
Curriculum and Instruction of Spe~ial Classes 
Currlculumand Instruction of Regular Classes 
Individual Counseling 
Parent Counseling 
Consultation Behavior Modification 
Consultation Behavior Problems 
In Service Training 
Staff Problems 
School System Analysis 
Federal Grant Writing 








































Reponded 4.39 26.05 5.26 43.70 
None 51.75 15.13 57.89 5.88 
Responded Incorrectly 14.04 19.33 14.04 21.21 
Did Not Respond 29.82 39.48 22.81 19.19 
NOTE: A 11 data Is expressed in percentages 
*Not included in current functions of school psy;hometrists and school psychologists. vJ 
-.-J 
federal grant writing, and functioning as psychology instructors, but 
they did indicate interests in al I other areas as reflected in Table 
VI 11 . 
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Forty-four per cent of the current duties of the school psychologist 
are in areas of testing and diagnostic recommendation and fol low-up. 
Diagnostic interviews and placement in special classes comprise 22% 
of the activities. Sixteen per cent of the current activity is in the 
area of parent counseling. 
The desired role and function of the school psychologists is seen 
as much broader than those currently being performed. Testing and 
diagnostic recommendijtions and fol low-up are sti I I seen as part of the 
desired role but with less emphasis than is currently being performed. 
Respondents indicated an interest in every area listed on the question-
naire except in the area of grant writing. 
The survey of rural superintendents' views of desired roles and 
functions of the school psychometrist and school psychologist tended 
to indicate these roles as being very broad and diversified but still 
emphasizing main areas of testing, diagnostic recommendation and 
follow-up, and placement in special classes. The psychometrist is 
desired to be more involved in testing than is the school psychologist. 
Individual and parent counseling is seen as a desired function of the 
school psychologist as compared to the school psychometrlst. 
Current and Desired Roles and Functions of Town 
School Psychometrists and Town School 
Psychologists 
Table VI I I presents town school district supedntendents' views 
TABL F VI 11 
CURRENT AND DES I'. ') ROLE AND FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOL. PSYO-IOMETRI ST AND 
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS IN TOWN DISTRICTS CN=97) 
---------.... -«---.. 
Role and Function 
Testing 
Diagnostic Recommendation and Follow Up 
Group Testing 
Diagnostic Interviews. 
Placerr~nt in Special Classes 
Organization and Operation of Special Classes 
Curriculum and Instruction of Special Class0s 
Curriculum and Instruction of Regular Class 
Individual Counseling 
Parent Counseling 
Consultation Behavior Modification 
Consultation Behavior Problems 
In Service Training 
Staff Problems 
Federal Grant Writing 





Di d __ No't__~espond____ _ 
NOTE: Al I data is expressed in percentages 





10 .25 9 .67 

































































pertaini_ng to current and desired roles and functions of school 
psychometrlsts and school psychologists. Psychometrlsts are currently 
servicing town districts In the areas of testing, diagnostic recommend-
ations and to I low-,up, diagnostic interviews, _and p I acement in spec! a I 
classes. Individual counseling was also seen, to some extent, as a 
current function of school psychometrists. Currently psychometrists 
In town districts are not involved In currlQlllum and instruction as 
. J,' 
viewed by respondents. 
The desired rol~ and function of the psychometrist covers a broader 
spectrum of activities than -does fh~ir current duties. Testing and 
diagnostic recommendation, fol low-up and interviews are st.i 11 
emphasized but in a lesser degree than are currently being performed. 
Placement In special classes is a desired function of the psychometrist 
coupled with working the curriculum and instructi.on, and organization 
of the special classes. Individual counseling is not emphasized to 
the degree it Is in current duties; however, there is a desire for 
parent counseling which is not a current function of the psychometrlsts 
as viewed by the respondents. Consultation in behavioral problems and 
,< 
their modifica~ion are also services desired of school psychometrists. 
School psychologists are currently performing the duties of 
diagnostic recommendation and fol low-up, Individual counseling, 
consultation In behavior problems, in-service training and diagnostic 
interviews. The psychologists are not currently involved to a great 
extent in testing. Curriculum and instruction are not seen as important 
parts of the current role of the school psychologist. 
Superintendents in town districts desire the school psychologist 
to have a broad range of functions and responsibilities as reflected by 
41 
Table VI-II. A dominant area of concentration is not emphasized as ts 
the case with current duties assumed by the psychologist. However, 
respondents reflect a desire for the psychologist to be more involved 
in testing than he is currently. Superintendents desire the school 
psychologist to be Involved in In-service training in a much lesser 
degree than he is currently participating. Individual counseling and 
parent counseling are deemed desirable functions. It is desired that 
the school psychologist participate to some extent to every area listed 
on the questionnaire except that of a psychology instructor. 
Superintendents of town school districts desire both the school 
psychometrlst and school psychologist to have broad roles and functions. 
Psychometrists are perceived to be more Involved in testing than are 
school psychologists. Counseling, diagnostic recommendation, and 
interviews are seen as dominant functions of the school psychologist 
as perceived by town district respondents. 
Current and Desired Roles and Functions of City 
School Psychometrists and City School 
Psychologists 
Views of city school district respondents as to current and desired 
rotes and fanctions of school psychometrlsts and school psychologists 
are reported in Table IX. Inspection Indicates that psychometrists' 
current functions involve testing and diagnostic recommendations 
and fol low-up. They are also Involved in diagnostic interviews, 
placement in special classes and in-service training. The desired 
role and function of the psychometrists in city districts reflect more 
diversified areas of concentration than current duties. Testing is 
TABLE IX 
CURRENT AND DESIRED FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOL PSYCHOMETRISTS AND SCHOOL 
PSYCHOLOGISTS IN CITY SCHOOL DISTRICTS CN=42) 
Role and Function Psychometrists 
Current Desi red 
Testing 33~33% 22.22% 
Diagnostic Recommendation and Follow Up 25.00 18.51 
Group Test Ing ---- 5.55 
Diagnostic Interviews 12.53 16.66 
Placement in Special Classes 12.53 12.96 
Organization and Operation of Special Classes ---- 1.85 
Curriculum and Instruction of Special Classes ---- 5.55 
Curriculum and Instruction of Regular Classes ---- ----
Individual Counseling ---- 1.85 
Parent Counseling ---- 3.97 .• 
Consultation Behavior Modification 4. 16 5.55 
Consultation Behavior Problems 4. 16 3.97 
In Service Training 8.33 ----
Staff Prob I ems ---- ----
School System Analysis ---- ----
Federal Grant Writing 
Instructor of Psychology 
Group Counseling* ---- 1.85 
Responded 20.51 47.37 
None 30. 77 7.89 
Responded Incorrectly 23.08 23.68 
Did Not Reseond 25.64 21.05 
NOTE: All data Is expressed in percentages 

























again emphasized as a desired dominant area but less involvement in 
diagnostic recommendation is desired. Respondents do not desire 
In-service training of teachers by psychometrists although thi.s was 
seen as a current role. Consultation is not seen as a current or 
desired role of school psychometrists. 
43 
School psychologists servicing city school districts are currently 
performing testing, diagnostic interviews arid fol low-up, placement in 
speci-al classes, individual counsel Ing, and in-service training. 
Curricylum and instruction are not viewed as current services of the 
school psychologist. 
Superintendents in city school·districts desire less emphasis in 
testi.ng by the school psycho 1-ogi st and· do not desire his services in 
the area of in-service training of teachers. Superintendents, as 
reflected in Table IX, desire more services in the areas of diagnostic 
Interviews with teachers, parents, social .agencies, physicians, 
individual counseling, and consultation about·behavior modification 
techniques. 
City school district superintendents see the desired role of the 
school psychometrist as predominantly concentrated in the area of 
testing. Diagnostic recommendations and interviews are the desired 
areas of concentration for school psychologists. The desired roles of 
the school psychologists are perceived to be much broader than that of 
the school psychometrists as Table IX reflects. 
Dollars Available for Current and 
Projected Services 
Table X reflects current and projected expenditures for school 
TABLE X 
DOLLARS AVAILABLE FOR CURRENT AND PROJECTED 
SCHOOL PSYCHOMETRISTS' SERVICES 
Doi lars Rural CN=l 19) Town CN=97) City (N=42) 
Per 0-500 501-1500 1501-10 2000 
Year Current Pro,jected Current Pro,jected Current Pro,jected 
None 85. 16% 32.31% 74. 19% 18~28% 45.24% 19.05% 
500-1000 3.91 9.38 7.53 6.45 
1500 ---- 3.91 1.08 6.45 
2000 0.78 3.91 1.08 4.29 
2500 ---- ---- 1.08 ---- 4.76 4.76 
3000 ---- 0.78 ---- 3.23 4.76 2.38 
3500 ---- ---- ---- ---- 2.38 
4000 ---- 3.91 ---- 3.23 ---- 4.76 
4500 ---- ---- ---- 2. 16 
5000 ---- 3~ 13 ---- 3.23 4.76 4.76 
5500 
6000 ---~ ---- ---- 1.08 
6500 0.78 ---- ---- 1.08 
7000 ---- 0.78 ---- 1.08 2.38 7. 14 
7500 ---- 0.78 ---- 1.08 
8000-10,000 ---- 2.34 2. 16 4.29 23.81 21.34 
Responded 
Incorrectly 0.78 2.34 1.08 2. 15 7. 14· 2~·38 
Did Not 
Reseond ---- 36. 72 . 11.83 41.94 7. 14 30.95 
NOTE: All data is expressed in percentages. 
Metropolitan. CN=3) 








psychometrists in rural, town, city and metropolitan school districts. 
Table X suggests that currently few school districts are paying for 
services of a school psychometrist. In rural and town districts, 
expenditures are in the $1,000 to $2,000 annual range while in the city 
districts expenditures cluster at the $8,000 to $10,000 range annually. 
Projected salary ranges are not rel lab le for servi.ces of the school 
psychometrists because of the poor response rate to this portion of the 
questionnaire. It appears that respondents were confused about the 
area of future projected funds, and thus did not respond or responded 
incorrectly to this portion of the questionnaire. 
Table X reflects current and projected salary ranges for school 
psychologists in rural, town, city and metropontan school districts. 
Inspection of Table X indicates that few school districts in the 
state of Oklahoma arecurrently expending monies for services of school 
psychologists. Expenditures for current services of school psychologists· 
in rural and town districts ls $1,000 to $2,000 annually. City 
districts' annual expenditures were distributed from $1,000 to 
$8,000-$10,000. 
Projected salary ranges are not reliable because of the poor 
response rate to this portion of the questionnaireo It· appears that 
respondents were confused about the area of future projected funds and 
thus did not respond or responded Incorrectly to this area of the 
questionnaire. 
Metropolitan School Districts 
Due to the fact that only three superintendents representing 
metropolitan school districts responded to this survey, the data 
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concerning these districts will be presented in this section. 
Metropolitan respondents wil I not be compared to rural, town, and city 
school districts because of the small response rate. 
Inspection of Table I reflects the current types of educational 
specialists employed in metropolitan districts. Reading specialists 
and secondary counselors dominate the types of specialists in these 
districts. As noted in Tab le I, one' re,spondi ng school di strl ct reported 
no elementary counselors. 
Tab.le 11 presents the special education programs offered in 
metropolit13n districts. All three responding districts reported 
c I asses for the educab I e manta I I y handicapped,. tra i nab I e manta I I y 
retarded and learning disabilities. The largest number of classes 
is reported in the area of educable mentally handicapped and the least 
number in the·area of trainable mentally retarded. 
Tab I e I I I indicates the profes.s i ona Is doing testing in metropo I i t·an 
districts. The testing in, these .school·s- were shared equally (25%) 
among guidance center personnel, school psychometrists, counselors, 
and "other." 
Table l,V reflects that two of the. responding schools (67%) 
ref I E3ct. no schoo I psychometri sts emp I oyed in their schoo.1 systems. 
Two systems desire a ,psychometrist while the other responding system 
does not. 
Table V indicates that only one of the responding schools reported 
services of a school psychologist and this on a part-time basis. All 
threerespondents Indicate they desire one full~time psychologist. 
Metropolitan districts have the equivalency of one school 
psychometrist currently and desire 4 which Indicates an additional need 
of 3, as reflected in Table VI. Currently these school systems have 
an equivalency of 1/5 school psychologist and desire three which is 
an additional need of 3 psychologists. 
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The metropolitan school superintendents' views regarding i:;;urrent 
and desired roles and functions of the school psychometrist and school 
psychologist appear inTable XII. Inspection reveals that psychometrists 
are currently performing testing, diagnostic recommendations and tol low-
up and placement in special classes. These same areas are emphasized 
as desired roles and functions with an interest also indicated in 
the area of consultation about behavior problems. 
Metropolitan school psychologists are currently performing the 
same tasks as the school psychometrists as reflected in Table XI I. 
However, in the desired role and function of the 1school psychologists., 
respondents wanted less empt,'asis on testing than is currently being 
performed. The three items rated most appropriate as desired services 
of school psychologists were diagnostic recommendation and fol low-up, 
placement in special classes and diagnostic interviews. 
Inspection of Table X reflects that only one metropolitan school 
expends mon,i es for a schoo I psychometr i st. On I y one respondent ind icat-
ed a projected expenditure tor a school p$ychometrist and this was in 
, the range of $8,000-$10,000. This is also the same amount that is 
currently being expended for services. 
Table XI re.fleets that two of the responding districts reported no 
l . i 
expenditures tor services of a school psychologist. No responses were 

























Ru ra I C N= 119 ) 
0-500 
TABLE XI 
DOLLARS AVAILABLE FOR CURRENT AND PROJECTED 
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS' SERVICES 
Town CN=97) City CN=42) 
501-1500 1501-101000 
Current Pro,jected Current Projected Current Pro,jected 
82.79% 24.22% 73.03% 7. 14% 10. 11% 57. 14% 
4.92 10.94 6. 74 4.49 4.76 
---- 2.34 ---- 3.37 
0.82 5.47 2.25 7.87 7. 14 4.76 
---- 1.59 . ---- 4.49 4.76 2.38 ---- 1.59 ---- 3.37 ---- ----
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 2.38 ---- 2.34 1.12 4.49 4.76 4.76 ---- ---- ---- 1. 12 
---- 3. 13 ---- 5.62 ---- 7. 14 
---- ---- ---- 1. 12 
---- ---- ---- 2.25 2.38 2.38 
---- ---- ---- 1. 12 
---- 1.59 ---- 2.25 ---- 2.38 
---- ---- ---- ---- 2.38 
---- 1.59 ---- 4.49 7. 14 23.81 
1.64 1.59 ---- 2.25 ---- 4.76 
9.02 44.53 16.85 41.57 11. 91 35.71 
NOTE: All data is expressed in percentages. 
Metropolitan CN=3) 








CURRENT AND DESIRED ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOL PSYCHOMETRISTS AND SCHOOL 
PSYCHOLOGISTS IN METROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICTS (N=3) 
Roles and Functions Psychometrists Psychologists 
Current Desired Current Desired 
Testing 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 11. 11% 
Diagnostic Recommendation and Follow Up 33.33 33.33 33.33 22.22 
Group Test Ing 
Diagnostic Interviews ---- ---- ---- 22.22 
Placement in Special Classes 33.33 16.66 33.33 22.22 
Organization and Operation of Special Classes 
Curriculum and Instruction of Special Classes 
Curriculum and Instruction of Regular Classes 
Individual Counseling ---- ---- ---- 11 • 11 
Parent Counseling ---- . ---- ---- 11 • 11 
Consultation Behavior Modification 
Consultation Behavior Problems ---- 16.66 
In Service Training 
Staff Prob I ems 
School System Analysis 
Federal Grant Writing 
Instructor of Psychology 
Group Counseling* 
Responded 33.33 66.67 33.33 100.0 
None 66.67 33.33 66.67 
Responded Incorrectly 
Did Not Respond 
NOTE: All data is expressed in percentages. 





The study was survey research investigation of the current status 
and desired direction of psychologi~al services in the state of 
Oklahoma as perceived by superintendents. Superintendents from 261 
school- districts in the state of Oklahoma responded to the questionnaire 
which elicited responses concerning services offered, in the public 
schools as wet I as the future direction of these services. 
Responses concerning types of educational specialists employed in 
each type of district indicated reading specialists and secondary 
counselors dominate the type of specialists employed in the public 
schools in the state of Oklahoma. Inspection of the responses also 
reflected that the amount of services by specialists are greater as 
the systems have greater ~nrollment. 
Special education programs in the state of Oklahoma appear to be 
dominated by educable mentally handicapped and learning disabilities 
classes. The increased number of learning disabilities classes over 
educable mentally handicapped classes in rural school districts 
suggests that state funding is directed to.ward new types of c I asses 
in new geographic areas as opposed to funding more of the already 
existing types of classes. However, thi$ Is only an assumption since 
respondents were not asked to indicate if current classes were new or 
if they had been in operation for several years. It was also reflected 
by the inspection of the data that percentages of special programs 
increased with school population. 
Classroom teachers, guidance center personnel, and counselors 
are the predpminant professionals doing testing in Oklahoma public 
sr 
school systems. School superintendents in city and metropolitan school 
districts did indicate that a portion of their testing was performed 
by school psychometrists. 
Schoo I superintendents in a I I four types of districts reported 
few school psychometrists and school psychologists currently serving 
their school systems. Those reporting psychological services indicated 
'ft was on a part-time basis for the most part. Superintendents were In 
agreement as to the need for future psychological services. Although 
there appeared to be a discrepancy on amount of services desired, It 
w~s apparent that as the school enrollment becomes larger, more full-
time school psychometrists and school psychologists are desired. 
The current roles and functions of scho<;>I psychometrists and school 
psychologists were seen as testing and diagnostic evaluations. The 
desired roles and functions still emphasize testing and diagnostic 
evaluation but the desired roles and functions of school psychometrists 
and school psycholog'ists were seen as being more broad and diversified. I . . , 
Psychometrists were desired to be more involved in testing and 
evaluation as compared to the school psychologists. The school 
psychologists' role and function was qesired to be much broader than 
that of the psychometrist. 
Current expenditures for psychological services in the state of 
Oklahoma is very low. Projected salary ranges'for school psychometrists 
and school psychologists were not re.liable be~~use of the poor response 
rate to this portion of the questionnaire. Based on.figures calculated 
from current and desired number of school psychometrists and school 
psychologists, the full-time equivalency for school psychometrists and 
school psychologists was estimated. Currently the state of Oklahoma 
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has the equivalent of 45 school psychometrists. However, superintend-
. 
ents in the sample desire the equivalency of 112 psychometrists which 
woudl be an additional need of 70. Currently, based on full-time 
equivalent, the state of Oklahoma has the equivalent of 28 full-time 
school psychologists. The desired number of school psychologists is 
109, which would be an additional need of 82 school psychologists in 
the state of Oklahoma 
In comparison with the findings of Fitts (1972), school super-
intendents in the state of Oklahoma.perceive psychological services in 
the public schools in somewhat the same ways as do superintendents of 
pub I ic schools in Alabama. Both the Alabama survey and this survey 
showed superintendents I ack understanding of the apprQp'i,i ate 
psychological services and proper utilization of these services. The 
need for current and increasing future services of schooi psychometrists 
and school psycholgoists was indicated by both Oklahoma and Alabama 
superintendents. Fitts' (1972) study was also in agreement with the 
Oklahoma survey in that superintendents in the state of Alabama gave 
little consideration to programmatic, curricular and therapeutic 
services of the school psychologist. Both surveys suggest psycholo-
g ica I services in the pub I i c. schoo Is are I ijCK i ng. 
The Oklahoma survey is also in agreement with the National Survey 
of School f?sychologist~ (Farting and Hoedt, 1971) as to the primary 
role of the school psyc,h~logi.~t. Both surveys indicate the definite 
current emphasis of professional activity is psycho-educational 
evaluations., The national survey and the Oklahoma survey both suggest 
that th~ desired role and function of the school psychologist is much 
broader and diversified than what he is currently performing. 
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Conclusions 
Superintendent:s in the state of Oklahoma pr~ject an obvious 
need for psychological services within the pub I i.c schools as reflected 
by this survey. Superintendents in Implying a need for these services, 
however, appear confused as to what direction these services should 
take. 
An area of disGrepancy noted in this surv~y was that responding 
superintendents indicated that a majority of their current testing 
was done by guidance center personne I , .c I ass room teachers and 
counselors. However, they indicated that the current dominant role of 
the school psychometrist and school psychologist was in the area of 
testing and diagnostic evaluation. This apparent contradiction in 
the area of the professionals doing testing can be understood when one 
realizes the lack of sc.hool psychometrists and school psychologists 
employed in pub I ic schools. 
Although few school districts reported school psychometrists and 
school psychologists as members of their educational staffs, a desire 
for these types of specialists was projected. The survey indicated a 
diven;ity of opinion on amount of services desired. Rural and town 
districts desired services on a part-time basis and city and 
metropo I i tan districts did cor.respond w I th the amount of money 
they seemed to be w i 11 i ng to expend for these servl ces. 
Superintendents attached great Importance to diagnostic functions 
of school psychometrists and school psychologists. They saw this as a 
current role and function and, also projected this to a desired role.and 
function. Very little consideration was given to the consultant role 
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whtch the current literature reflected as the new emerging role of the 
school psych?logists. 
An expanded need for psychological services in the state of 
Oklahoma was projected for the future by school superintendents. A 
majority, however, reported no current psychological services and I ittle 
money. 
The results of the survey of Oklahoma superintendents' views of 
the current status and desired direction of school psychological 
services in the public schools have possible implications for University 
Training Programs, the State Department of Education, the State 
Legislature, and administrations and staffs of public schools. 
Those in institutions charged with the responsibilities of 
training school psychometrists and school psychologists should deal 
with the problems of bringing the goa,ls and objectives of their programs 
' in line with the expectations of superintendents as revealed by this 
study. If this is seen,as undesireable by university trainers, the 
I • 
administration and staff ,of the public schools must be made aware as to 
what the school psychometrist and the school psychologist is trained 
and prepared to do. Consequently, special school personnel, 
administrators, superintendents, and in,structional staff members might 
resolve their differences as to roles and functions of the school 
psychometrists and school psychologists. 
It is also s.uggested that projected funds avai I able for school 
psychological services will not be enough to hire doctoral level 
people to fi 11 the new pos··tttons. More sub-doctoral personnel could be 
made available and wit~ less expense to the schools. The State 
Legislature should appropriate more monies to the State Department of 
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Education so that these services can be provided to the schools. The 
State Legisl 9ture also needs to appropriate monies to support regional 
resource centers in order to provide part-time psychological services 
to small school districts within a given geographical region. 
Other educational specialists are already established in public 
schools. The school psychologist cannot expect to move in as director 
of pupi I personnel services particularly If he has less than a 
doctorate degree. If the school psychologist is going to be effective 
.in the elementary school, he must cooperate with special instructional 
personnel as wet I as with regular classroom teachers. If he is going 
to be effective at the secondary level, he must cooperate with 
counselors and teachers. Since there are npt many elementary counselors, 
the school psychologist can be an integrating element between the 
secondary counselors staff and special instructiQnal personnel of 
elementary schools. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The following recommendations are presented for improving and 
expanding further investigations: 
1. Any attempt at replication of this research should consider 
simplifying the questionnaire so that it wi II be less difficult 
for respondents to answer. The questionnaire should also be one 
which would require less time to answer. 
2. Future research attmepts should be directed at assessing what 
school psychometrists and school psychologists see as current and 
desired roles and functioas in contrast to the views of other 
school personnel. 
3. Further study should determine current and desired psychological 
services tn the public schools according to ~eographic areas of 
the state to see If d I fferences ext st among different sections 
j 
in the state of'Oklahoma. 
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We are conducting a research project sponsored by the School 
Psychology program at Oklahoma State University. The purpose of this 
research is to: (1) elicit from school administrators the cur,-ent 
profile of pupil·personnel services~ and (2) the desired direction 
of school psychological services -in the state of Oklahoma. 
A 11 of the state's superintendents are being asked to. respond to 
this questionnaire, since only they can make decisions about future 
desired directions~ You may be assured that al I responses will remain 
strictly confidential, and no institution(s) or individual Cs) wl II be 
named in the report.· We feel that this study is of the utmost 
importance. The potential value accruing from this study should assist 
us in evaluating the state and university needs in the above areas of 
study. ONiy with your answers can we know what is needed and wanted. 
Please fi II out the questionnaire and return it as soon as possible. 
The fol lowing definitions of School Psychometrist and School 
Psychologist are essential for purposes of this study. !tis assumed 
that you will refer to these definitions as you answer the questions. 
The School Psychometrist: 
One who is ski I led in psychoeducational appraisal, competent in 
measurement and research design, knowledgeable about human growth and 
development, special education, and educational Innovation, able to 
apply learning theory to the classroom, and one who works with all 
pers-ons and agencies who are involved with the education of children. 
He must hold a Master's degree with a minimum of thirty semester hours 
of graduate credit. 
The School Psychologist: 
One who ls skilled in psychodiagnostic and psychoeducatlonal 
appraisal, competent in measurement and research design, knowledgeable 
about deve lopmerit and soci a-I psycho logy, versed in currl cu I um, speci a I 
education, educational innovation, and preventive mental health, able 
to apply learning theory to·the classroom and organizational planning 
in the school program, and one who works with all persons and agencies 
who are involved with the education of children. He must hold a 
Master's degree with a minimum of sixty semester hours of graduate 
credit and internship. 
You wi I I find enclosed a copy of the instrument to which we are 
asking your response, along with a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
Deborah A. Browne 
Principal Investigator 
Paul G. Warden 
Coordinator 
School Psychology Program 
Oklahoma State University 
P. S. Should you desire an abstract of the results of this study, 





SCHOOL SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Indicate the student enrollment in your school district: 
2. 
Grades K-6 Grades 7-12 ---
Type of school organization (check): 
__ county 
__ city 
3. How many high schools in school system? 
4. How many elementary schools in school system? 
5. How many junior high or middle schools? 
6. How many reading spec:ial ists employed by school system 
(e.g., 1/5=one person~ one day a week, 2=two persons 
ful 1-timen 
7. Number of speech therapists emP,loyed by district 
(e.g., 1/5=one person one day a week, 2=two persons 
f u I 1-t i me) ? 
8. Number of elementary counselo,~.' (e.g., 1/5=one person 
one day a week, 2=two persons fuli-time)? 
9. 
10. 
Number of secondary counselors (e.g., 1/5=one person 
one day a week, 2=two persons fut I-time)? 
Number of Educable Mentally .Retarded classes? 
Number of Trainable Mentally Retarded classes? 
11. Number of Learning Disabilities classes? 
town 
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number ___ , 











12. Who does testing for special education classtflcattori'·of students 
fn your school system (check)? 
' Gu I dance Center -------- School Psychometrist 
---- Schoo I P~ycho I og i st 
ClassroomJeacher ---- Counselor -------- State Department Emp I oyee 
----- Private PractltJo~er (Specify) 
----- Other (Spec I fy)-_· ----------------
13. · Current. number of school p!;3ychometrists serving school system 
<e.g., 1/5=one person for one day a week,· 2=:two persons 
full-time)? number 
Check one ____ employee of school system 
____ not employee, of school system 
Approximate cost of Current school psychometrist services?$ 
How many State Department Special Education units are being, 
used, to de.fray costs of school psychometrist services 
(approximately $4,000 for eaGh full-time psychometrist 
---
is available)? number 
Indicate amount of- desired school psychometrist services 
Ce .. g., 1/5=one person one d~y a week, 2=two persons 
full-time)? number 
Check one Desire to have school psychometrist as employee 
of school system 
Desire to use employee of another agency 
Approximate amount of dollars you would be willing to expend 
for school psychometrist services (Include Special Ed. 
unit money)? · $ __ _ 
14. Current number of school psycholog,isfs serving school 
sys:tem (e.g., 1/5=one person for one day a week, 2=two 
persons full-time)? 
Check one ____ employee of school syste~ 
____ not emp I oyee of· schoo I system 
' ' 
number 
Approximate cost of current school psychologist services $ __ _ 
How many State Department Special Education units are being 
used t.o defray costs of ·school psychologist services 
(approximately $4,000 for each full-time psychologist is 
avail~ble)? number 
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lndtcate amount of desired school psychologist services 
Ce.g., 1/5=one person one day a week, 2=two persons full-
time)? number 
Check -one Desire to have school psychologist as employee 
of school system 
Desire to use employee of another agency 
Approximate amo-unt of dol I ars you wou Id be wi 11 i ng to expend 
for school psychologist services (include Special Ed. 
Unit money)? $~----
15. Check the types of services currently performed by school 
psychologist and psychometrist. Circle the three which receive 





Administration and interpretation of 
intelligence and educational tests 
Educational and/or psychological 
diagnosis, recommendations and 
fol low-up 
Group testing 
Diagnost1c intervi~ws with teacher, 
parents, social agencies, physi.ctans, 
etc. 
PI acement i n spec i a I c_l asses 
Orgahization and opsration of special 
education 
Curriculum and instru·ctional 
consultation of special education 
Curriculum and instructional 
consu I tati on of regu I ar educatlo.n 
Individual counseling 
Parent counseling 
Consultation about behavior modif-
.1 c?tt I on tech n i q ues 
Consultation with teachers and staff 
for student developmental and 
behavior problems 
Psychometrl st Psycho I og! st 
In-service training of teachers 
Staff problems 
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School system analysis and develop-
ment of problem prevention procedures 
Federal grant writing 
Instructor of psychology courses 
16. Check the types of services you would desire from the school 
psychometrlst or school psychoioglsto Circle the three which 
should receive the greatest emphasis ( )0 
Psychometrlst Psychologist 
Administration and interpretation of 
intel iigence and educational tests 
Educational and/or psychological 
diagnosis, recommendations and 
fol iow-up 
Group testing 
Diagnostic interviews with teachers, 
parents, social agencies, physicians, 
etco 
Placement in special classes 
Organization and operation of special 
education 
Curriculum and instructional 
consultation of special education 
Curriculum and instructional 
consultation of regular education 
Individual counseling 
' 
Group co1.mse ! i ng 
Parent Counsel Ing 




Consultation with teachers and staff 
for student developmental and 
behavior problems 
In-service training of teachers 
Sta ff prob I ems 
School system analysis and develop-
ment of problem prevention procedures 
Federal grant writing 
Instructor of psychology courses 
17. Do you see school psychologists along with counselors, special 
education teachers, etc., working together as a pup I I personnel 
team? 
18. Title of the person completing this questionnaire. 
19. If you felt a need to obtain some or more psychological services, 






A short time ago, I malled you ·a q~estionnaire which I asked you 
to comp I ete and return to me. Th i.s questionnaire was re I avant to a 
research project sponsored by the School Psychology Program at Oklahoma 
StateUnivers·ity. The purpose of this research was to (1) elicit from 
school adminJstrators the current profile ,of pupi 1. personnel services, 
and (2) the desired direction,of school·psychological services in 
the state of Oklahoma. I have not yet received your response and am 
sending you another questionnaire in ttie event that you have mislafd 
the original one. 
Al I of the state's superintendents were asked to respond to this 
questionnaire, s i nee only they can make de,ci s ions about future desired 
directions. You may be assured that al I responses wil I remain strictly 
confidential, and no lnstitution(s) or individual(s) will be named in 
the report. We feel that this study is of the utmost importance. The 
potential value accruing from this study should assist us in evaluating 
the state and university needs in the above areas of study. Only with 
your answers can we know what is needed and wa~ted. 
The following definitions of School Psychometrist and School 
Psychologist are essential for purposes of this study. It is assumed 
that you wil I refer to these definitions as you answer the questions. 
The School Psychometrist: 
One who is skilled in psychoeducatiqnal appraisal, competent in 
measurement and research design, knowledgeable about human growth and 
development, special education, and educational innovation, able to 
apply learning theory to the classroom, and one who works with all 
persons and agencies who are Involved with the educati9n of children. 
He must hold a Master's degree with a minimum of thf·rty semester hours 
of graduate credit. 
The School Psychologist: 
One who is sktl.led i~ psychodiagnostic and psychoeducational 
appraisal, competent in measurement and research design, knowledgeable 
about development and socl:al psychology, versed in curriculum, special 
education, educational innovation, and preventive mental health, able 
to apply learning theory to the classroom and organizationa·1, p!ann(ng 
,in t~e :School program,.; and one who works with al I persons and agencies 
who qire involved with the education of children. He must hold a Master's 
degree with a minimum of sixty semester hours of graduate credit and 
i nternsh Ip. 
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Would you please take time now to respond to the enclosed 
questionnaire and return them to me in the en.closed enve I ope? It. shou Id 
teke you less than 15 minutes. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation In this research. 
Deborah A. Browne 
Principal Investigator 
Pau I G~ Warden 
Coordinator 
School Psychology Program 
Ok I ahoma State Uni vers f ty 
P. S. Shou Id you desire an abstract of the resu I ts of this study,' 
please indicate below and return this letter with therquestionnaire. 
I 
VITA 
Deborah A. Browne 
Candidate for the Degree of 
Master of Science 
Thesis: CURRENT STATUS AND DESIRED DIRECTION OF SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGICAL 
SERVICES AS PERCEIVED BY SUPERINTENDENTS 
Major Field: Educational.Psychology 
Biograph f ca I: 
Personal Data: 1;3orn in Cusning, Oklahoma, October 28, 194Q, the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Allen, Jr. 
Education: Graduated f,rom Cushing High School, Cushing, Oklahoma, 
in, .. May, 1958; received the Bachelor of Science degree from · 
.Ok I ahoma State Un Ivers i ty in St i I I water, Ok I ahoma, Ju I y, 1971 , 
w f th. a major in Speci a I Education; comp I eted requ I rements 
for the Master.·of Science degree at Oklahoma State University 
in Ed~cational Psychology, July, 1973. 
Professional Experience: Graduate Assistant, Oklahoma State 
Univeristy, 1971-73. 
Professional Membershfps: Phi Kappa Phi, Kappa Delta Pi. 
